
Uplynk 360 Video Streaming, powered by Envrmnt
Best-in-class 360-degree virtual reality video

Virtual reality is the next-generation content experience. 

In advertising, VR attracts higher click-through rates (CTR) since viewers enjoy the interactive nature 
and the immersive experience it offers.

Uplynk 360 is Verizon Digital Media Services’ VR feature built into our powerful Uplynk Video Streaming 
service’s workflow engine. 

Our simplified workflow enables content owners to publish 360-degree videos that reach all streaming devices, 
including mobile and leading VR head-mounted displays. Uplynk 360 also supports advanced video features, like server-side 
ad insertion and Dolby Digital Plus advanced surround-sound audio. Uplynk 360 customers also benefit from our easy-to-
understand hourly pricing for encoding, storage and streaming.
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Compared to 2D, 
VR increases emotional 
engagement by

Compared to 360-degree 
video on a flat screen, VR 
increases viewing time by34% 16%* *



Challenges of delivering truly immersive  
VR 360-degree video
Achieving TV-like quality in every pixel
Because VR video is a spherical video that’s viewed in any and 
every direction, you need video frames that have many more 
pixels to achieve a quality experience.

Adhering to industry standards for encoding and streaming
VR video is a major innovation so there are still proprietary 
formats to manage to reach the variety of VR displays available.

Reaching a myriad of playback devices
To enjoy the immersive VR video experience, audiences  
need the latest devices that can fully support the new  
interactive experience.

Uplynk 360 benefits
Simplified video workflow
Our Uplynk Video Streaming service’s Slicer cloud-encoding 
technology transforms your VR video stream’s dense pixels, up 
to 4K in size, into manageable bite-sized chunks for processing 
and distribution via our Edgecast Content Delivery Network. 
Uplynk 360 offers intuitive tools for uploading, authoring and 
publishing on-demand or live 360-degree interactive videos.

Advanced video, monetization and analytics features
Create immersive 3D, 360-degree video content built on 
stereoscopic video-rendering technology. You can enhance 
your VR videos with interactivity (hotspots and callouts) and 
even expand the soundscape with cinema-quality Dolby Digital 
Plus surround sound. For ad-supported VR content, our unique 
server-side ad insertion technology (SSAI) ensures high-quality 
experiences to maximize engagement. With real-time analytics 
and Smartplay, our 1 to 1 session management technology,  
you’ll receive richer customer insights to manage your  
content strategy.

VR playback on a broad set of streaming devices
Uplynk 360 uses industry-standard video formats to reach 
iOS, Android, Apple TV, gaming platforms, web browsers and 
dedicated VR headsets with our cross-platform SDK or  
native players.

Feature highlights
• Utilize our Uplynk Video Streaming 

service’s streamlined video workflow for 
video, up to 4K in size

• Stream on-demand or live events

• Immersive 3D, 360-degree video  
content built on stereoscopic video-
rendering technology

• Intuitive tools for uploading, authoring and 
publishing 360-degree interactive videos

• Easy playback integration with existing apps 
or create custom apps

• Reach iOS, Android, Apple TV, gaming 
platforms, web browsers and dedicated VR 
headsets with our cross-platform SDK

• Enhance VR videos with interactivity 
(hotspots and callouts)

• Monetize your 360-degree videos with our 
server-side ad insertion technology

• Gain deeper customer insights with our 
real-time analytics and Smartplay, our 1 to 1 
session management technology

• Get started with our Uplynk Video 
Streaming service’s straight-forward  
pricing structure

Contact us. 
www.verizondigitalmedia.com/customer-support/

info@verizondigitalmedia.com  
1.877.334.3236


